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The 100 characters season 1

We are vendors (Part 2) Survival is not who you are. It's who you become. The first season of the 100, a American post-apocalyptic science fiction television series, contains 13 episodes that were premier on 19 March 2014, on the CW, and concludes on 11 June 2014. It focuses on the 100 Delinquents
who, as they become the first human to return to Earth in nearly a hundred years after a devastating nuclear apocalypse, try to determine if the planet became familiar enough to survive. The series also follows those left behind on the Ark. The season, developed by Jason Rothenberg, is loosened based
on a 2013 book of the same name, the first in the 100' series by Kass Morgan. It was mostly filmed on location in Vancouver. The first episode was seen by an average audience of 2.7million, making it the most watched new series premiered in the season, and released the network's best computer
numbers in its time period of 3.5million. [1] The season was internationally indicated. The full season is available on DVD and Blu-ray in all regions as of December 3, 2014. The episode are also available in digital details such as Netflix, [2], the iTunes Apple Store,[3] Microsoft's Xbox Live Marketplace,[4]
and Amazon.com's on-demand television services. [5] The Ninety Synopsis — Seven years ago, Nuclear Armageddon planet Decimal Earth, destroyed civilization. Only the survivors were 400 of the 12 international space stations that were in orbit at the time. Three generations have been born into
space, the survivors are now numbers over 2,659,[6] and the resources are running out on the dead Ark ─ the 12 stations currently linked together and return to keep the survivors alive. Draconian measures including capital punishment and population control are the order of the day, as Arrk's leaders take
unprecedented steps to ensure future punishments, including secretly existing a group of 100 youthful inmates off the Earth's surface to test whether it's in habit. For nearly a century, people have returned to Earth's planet. Among the 100 exiles are Clarke, the girl teens shining at Ark's medical officer;
Well, the son of Chancellor Ark; daredevil finn; and brother/sister duo Bellamy and Octavia, who have illegal illegal fee status that still lead them to the plateau settlement. Technologically blind to what's happening on the planet below, Ark's leader – Clarke's widow's mother, Abby; The Chancellor, Jaka;
and shadow it second in order, Kane – to deal with difficult decisions about life, death and the continued existence of the human race. For 100 young people on Earth, however, the alien planet they've never been known is a real mysterious magic that can be magical one moment and the next letal. With
survivors of the human race entirely in their hands, the 100 must find a way to draw unite and forget a new path on a primitive, intense and unknown path.[7] Cast and main character article: Character Appearance Starring Guest Starring Co-Starring Main Article Episodes: Episode Body Count Main
Article: Body Count Note: The total body counts for the season cannot be determined. Such information is only what has been confirmed. For a more accurate and specific representation of the seasonal body count, see the article Count Body. Air Dates Channel Premiere Finale USA CW March 19, 2014
(9.00PM) June 11, 2014 New Zealand TVNZ on Ask Tide Video 21 March 21, 2014 June 18, 2014 South Africa M-Net Serial Montrecase 4 June 2014 (8.00PM) October 27, 2014 United Kingdom E4 July 2014 September 15, 2014 2014 Australia Fox September 8, 4, September 2014 2014 November 27,
2014 Brazil MTV-Brasil 12, 2015 July 5, 2015 France 4 May 8, 2015 (2015 8.50PM) July 30, 2015 Germany / Austria Prosieben 22, 2015 (8.15PM) August 26, 2015. Action Italy October 1, 2014 November 12, 2014. Various promotional images have been released for the first season. Season one was
released on DVD on September 23, 2014. Season One was available on Netflix (US) starting October 22, Year 2014. [8] Picture Note: This section means for nothing but episodes still. Please check the Piazza Episode page to see episodes constantly with screencaps. Comic-Con's 100 videos appeared
in a panel at Comic-Con 2013. This cast and crew were in attendance: Notes and Trivia See also References Deutsch Français Italiano Polski Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. The following shared comments are a list of recurring characters that appeared on the
100 TV series. Main Character Delinquents: Clarke Griffin – An ancient medical learning of his mother, he was charged with treason for trying to expose the breakfast oxygen equipment. Work as a doctor for the children of camp, former former friends, and is recognized as the leader who thinks of himself
and will do anything to protect his people. Bellamy Blake† - Octavia's older brother who resisted himself on the droplet to protect his sister Octavia by firing Chancellor Jaha. He became the two-facto leader for the offender until he eventually decided to share the job with Clarke, known as the one who
thinks of his heart. Octavia Blake - 17 year old morning halfway to bellamy who grew up hiding under the floor until she was found arrested for being made illegally. She begins to identify with terrain culture while on earth since she felt slammed by the people on the Ark. Octavia served as one of the main
antagonist seasons through his obsessive desire to fight eligible prisoners for Earth's last worth, but in Season Six, he became a good one to seek out Well Jaha† (S1 only; guests S2 and S4) – the Son of the Chancellor and Clarke's former best friend. He intentionally found artery to be sent to Earth and
Clarke by damaging the last tree. Finn Collins† (S1-2) - Raven's girlfriend who was arrested for wasting 2 months worth of oxygen on a spacecraft. Finn became the main tracker for the offender and Raven broke up with him after realizing he fell in love with Clarke. Jasper Jordan† (S1-4) - The best
proceeds friend who was found arstide with him for stealing medical equipment to grow skin. Jasper became a weapon and primary chemistry for the offender. Monty Green† (S1-5; S6 guests) – Jasper's best friend who was arrsted with her for stealing medical equipment to grow skin. Money became the
main engineer and farming for the offender. Raven Reyes (S2-7; Recurring S1) – Finn's girlfriend who works with Abby on the Ark to go to the Earth and later Clarke on earth helps to survive, despite finding out Clarke sleeps with Finn. Raven became the primary mechanics for the offenders. John Murphy
(S3-7; recurring S1-2) - An offender who was arsted for setting fire at his father's officer arres officer. Firstly prevented other offenders until it was banished and later turned dangerously toward their base, serving as the teternist antagonist season of one. Murphy later evolved into a survivalist schedule that
tries to help his friends. Ark Tips: Dr. Abigail Griffin† (S1-6) – Ark's medical advisory council, and Clarke's mother. Abby is an idealist who acts as a moral compass for most of the survivors including her daughter, but tends to be too much about Clarke. Marcus Kane† (S1-6) – A member of the Arca, who
initially was more pragmatic and merciful in his approach to survival. After several tragedies occur on the Ark, Kane grinds to a more compassionate and well respected leader. Thelonious Jaha† (S1-5) – The Chancellor of the Ark and Wellness' Fathers He shot before the drop offender was launched but
managed to survive and continues to do what he thinks is best for his people†. Grounders: Lincoln† (S2-3; recurring S1) – the first offender to come in contact with from Tyru. Lincoln performed his best to help and form a relationship with Octavia. Roan† (S4; recurring S3) - The Ruler of Azgeda who
returns from expatriates and is made king with his mother's death. Unlike most bases under his command however, he only seeks rules and protects his people, by starting war with other clans. Echo (S5-7; recurring S2-4) - An Azgeda spy has been saved from Mount Weather which initially plots against
Arkadia, serving as a recurring antagonist in season three through the After being banished by Roan and travelling to space, Echo comes to trust his new friend and become Bellamy's girlfriend. Book 2 Add: Jordan Green (S6-7; Guest S5) - Monty and Harper's son, who awakens everyone from cryosleep
to explore a new world that is uninhabitable. Clarke and Bellamy are entified to take care of Jordan, who is naive and socially left who has spent most of his life on a boat. Dr Gabriel Santiago† (S7; Recurring S6) - The leader of the Children of Gabriel and initially opposed the prime while masquerading as
a man named Xavier. Later he becomes any of Clarke's groups of tries to fishermen first and the Abnormalities Temporal decision. Hope Diyoza (S7; invite S6) - Charmaine's daughter from Planet Skyring who gets to ask for help saving her mother from Anders, mind followers. Hoping to shot Octavia with
a locator tag and her body disappeared in the abnormalities. Despite death, he served as high antagonist in season six as he fought for control of Tuesday's leader in the blaze. In Epic, it serves as one of the main antagonists. Sky People members of the space habitat, the Ark and later Arkadia.
Delinquents: John Mbege† – An offender who is friends with Murphy and later becomes one of Bellamy's lieutenants. Fox† - A offender who lives in the loop and is captured by the hillbilly people† - One of the Bellamy links that is packed with watching on Octavia. Dax† - An offender who was arrested for
killing a man who stole from him. Jones† – A member of Militia Bellamy's. Charlotte† - A offender who was found arsted for attacking a member of the Arrk Guard. He tried to make his nightmare about Jaha, the man whose parents had his parents executed, went on to kill Jaha's son Wellness. Connor† -
A offender who hates Murphy and leads a mobile manten to kill him after he is accused of killing Well. Bree† - A promising offender who is often seen partying and sleeping with other offenders. Roma Bragg† - A member of Militia Bellamy's who slept with Bellamy. Zoe Monroe† - A member of Militia
Bellamy's Who Survives the Battle and Fights and follows Bellamy to save people after taking them from them. Nathan Miller - An offender who was found arsted for the flight and who dad is a member of the keeper. Nathan is one of the delinkan's main liars for years. Draw† – A member of Militia
Bellamy's. Sterling† - A member of Militia Bellamy's Militia who survives the battle and fight and follow Bellamy to save the people after being captured by the Mon. Harper McIntyre† – A gun offender who later becomes Money's girlfriend. Harper is the main delinquents for years. Myles† - A member of
Bellamy's military who seems to have a crush on Clarke. Nationals: Dr Eric Jackson – A neurosurgeon on the Ark who worked with Abby as his mentor and medical assistant. Officer / Major Costa – A member of the guard. Jacapo Sinclair† - Arrk's chief engineer and Raven's mentor who serves as a
figure of his father. Sinclair was trusted and respected by the Ank government and offender. Captain Shumway† – A corrupting member of the Arrk Guard who encourages Kane to use clemency means survival. Shumway served as a high antagonist in Season One after he revealed he had shot Jaha and
was one of Diana's followers. Red† – A mechanical on the aunt who finally chose to go to the Earth with Diana and her followers. Cole, Kaplan, Muir, and Fuji† - Members of the Arrk Council governing the people living on the arrk. Jake Griffin† - Clarke's father, floated to try to warn the Ark citizens that
oxygen supplies had breakfast. Occasionally clarke appears when he's lying with something. Vera Kane† - Kane's mother who served as the religious leader of the Arrk, preach that one day they would return home. He and his church worked to keep a living tree so that it can be planted in the ground one
day. Miss Lucy – A citizen aboard the gang, who is entrusted to care for in Reese Lemkin after her father died in the Culling. Diana Sydney† – A former chancellor who reinvented herself as a defender for the working-class citizens. Diana served as one of the main antagonist seasons after it was revealed
she had orstrate an coup against Jaha. Cuyler Ridley† – A mechanical onboard the Ark of Having Wife died in the Culling. Afterwards, she plotted with Diana killing Jaha and the rest of the council in revenge. Lieutenant Graco† - A member of the Arrk Guard and one of Diana's followers. Kyle Wick - An
engineer who worked closely with Later Raven dates until they broke up after the Hulk War. Big Byrne† - The leader of the Arcase Guard after Akrk crashed on Earth to save what was left of the people after Diana died most of them. Sergeant David Miller† - Nathan's father and a former member of the
Guard. Mel† - The sole survivor of the factory station, after it crashed on Earth. Kaspian - One of Jaha's followers in search of the city of light. Craig† – One of Jaha's followers in search of the City of Light. Richards† – One of Jaha's followers in search of the City of Light. Gina Martin† - Bellamy's girlfriend
in the months after they saved the men from Mount Weather. Charles Pike† - Earth skills professor on the Arca and leader of the Farm Station Survivors. Sting served as high antagonist in season three when he started a war The forces later elected the chancellor. Hannah Green† - Money's mother and
one of the keen links from the farm station. Bryan† - Nathan's girlfriend is back on the Ark and fly over Earth with other survivors at Farm Station. Initially follow stings until Nathan places against him and Bryan to join him. Shawn Gillmer† - One of the keen licker who holds a strong hatred for Grounders.
Hunters† - A former Arkadian guard who becomes one of Pike's disciples. Riley† – A Farm Station survivor who was captured with slaves by Azgeda before being rescued. Hayes† - An Arkardian citizen who joins Jasper's culture who wanted to die rather than survive. Geoff Hardy† - An Arkadian guard
who leads two riots against the Arkadian government. Ethan Hardy† - Geoff's son, who he interrupts Jaha to care when he can't stay in the bathroom†. While initially leading a rebellion against Octavia, he later became one of his most trusted lieutenants. James Crockett† - an engineer and a member of
Wonkru with his mother, but his mother died in the battle for the value †. , except those made from space or in Mount Weatherther. Tricks: Anya† - The leader of a svanian courageous group who fought a war against the Delinquents when they arrived. Anya served as one of the antagonist main seasons
one after the show leading the host trying to exterminate the offender. Tristan† – A high-ranking grounder sent by the Captain to take Anya's efforts to exterminate the offenders. Tristan finally underestimated that the outcome of his army was burned alive and killed soon after. Nyko† - Lincoln's friend and
the main health in their village. Like Lincoln, Nyko does his best to help the Arkadians but, he is still faithful to his people first. Indra - The war chief of Tondc, which Lincoln parted and initially harbored deep resentment towards the Arkadians. Indra eventually became one of Trump's closest allies, even
personally training Octavia to be a warrior. Delano† - The idea of a group of grounder sweaters, who have been banished from Indra's village for flights and disappointments. Delano sent Finn to his village, lying that they had his friend, as revenge for them toss him out. Rivo – A warrior captured by the
Arkadians and later leads them to their commander to negotiate a truth. Penn - A warrior from the village of Indra who fought in the war against the people of Mount. Artigas† – A young warrior in the village Enddra has formed a bond with Octavia. Lexa† - Captain of all the Grounder clans that eventually
peace and the Arkadian, to disagree his people. Gustus† - One of the most trusted counselors in who tried to protect Lexa by stopping him from forming a truth with the Arkadian. Ryder – A warrior worked by Lexa guard Clarke during the war with Mount Weather. Fio† - One of the greatest Tricks warriors
who had an advesarial relationship with Octavia. Niylah - Former owner of a trade post with a more peaceful attitude than most reasonable. She also had a friend-and-benefit relationship with Clarke. Title† - Lexa's flame that advised Lexa to abandon the Arkadians and kill Clarke. Denae – A sick
Grounder who comes to Arkadia for help but is imprisoned when Pike takes order. Serboth† - The head of the small village who hates the Arkadians for slaying their armies. Juel – A warrior who helps Indra fight against A.L.I. after he took over police. Gaia - The daughter of Indra who gets the new flame
after Titus died. Gaia's faith in flames over everything else, even her own people. Azgeda: Atohl – A second warrior in a war ruler who arrived in Tondc discussed the plan to attack Mount Weather. Nia† - The former queen of Azgeda's family and Roan's mother. Nia served as the antagonist was territory
in season three as she plotted to lexa's position as captain and rule over all 12 clans herself. Ontari† - A Nightblood that Nia tried to use usurp Lexa and later seeks to become the Captain no question what it takes after Nia and Lexa's death. Seiku† – a warrior who faithfully serves Roan in his time as
king. Obika† – A warrior who made him into the bathroom and served in Wonkrua's Octavia army. Floukru: Luna† – the Nightblood leader of Flakru, who runs to make a home for sick people in battle. Luna became dark as she comes to believe that humanity does not deserve to be saved and fought in
the Final Consecutives ensuring no one enters the bunch. Adria† – A child who lives on the rigid of oil and seems to share a special bond with Luna. Louwoda Kliron Kru: Tuesday Griffin - A night with Clarke's daughter who survived with him after the Second Nuclear Apocalypse. Tuesday eventually



becomes the new Commander and leads his people into space. Tarich† - A member of Wonkru who has tried to render themselves to the Eligible prisoners but is shot by Kara before he can make it to the ships. It is later used to inbeubator glass to use the accounts. Karina† - A member of Wonkru who
tried to render themselves to the Eligible prisoners but is shot and killed by Kara. Sangedakru: Caris – A second warrior in a war ruler who fought in the war against Mount Weather. Break - The Sangedakru delegate who speaks for his tribe after he is absorbed in Wonkru. Knight† - A Member
Sangedakru. Otis† - A member of Sangedakru. Podakru: Guara† – A Podakru War crew who fights for his clan in the final concussion for the bunker. Therori† - A Podakru thief who works with Ilian. Nomadic Grounders: Emori - A nomadic Grounder who was self-serving and became Murphy's girlfriend.
Emori ultimately became Raven's learning, learning how to become a mechanical and pilot. As much† - Emori's brother who turned against him after joining the City of Light. Gideon† – A servant of the City of Light who died protects A.L.I.E. Sienna† - A nomadic ground for searching the City of Light. He
was the mother of Zoran and the wife of Usiah. Osias† – A nomadic soil to seek the city of light. He was the father of Zoran and mary Sienna. Orange† – A teenage boy born with a facial flaw. He was the son of Sienna and Usiah. Other terrain and/or Sky People: Uzac - A Yujleda ambassador who is not
afraid to challenge the commander if he is in the best interest of his people. Aden† - A Nightblood and Lexa's intended first choice to succeed him as captain when he died. Ilian† – A Trishanakru warrior who fights for his clan in the final concussion for the benker. Ilian voted in his request to destroy any
technology in revenge for the A.L.I.E. killing his family. Rock Line Thief† - A thief from Budapest who broke into Becca's mansion to steal material and is used to test Nightblood synthetics after Emori lies about his identity. Cosser† - A member of Wonkru who bore themselves to the Eligible prisoners but
is killed by them soon afterwards. Mountain people refer to people born and raised in a military batch called Hulk Weather after the Nuclear Apocalypse, which has never built a tolerance to ride out radiation naturally. Dante Wallace† – A President of Mount Weather who has tried to serve both his people
and the offender. Maya Vie† - A young citizen who was protesting the policy of using blood grounder heals them and fixing their healing bones. Dr Lorelei Tsing† – A Chief Medical Officer for Mount Weather and one in charge of the Harvest project. Tsing served as one of the high antagonists of Hay de
As the most vocal advocates and advocates for killing all offenders and harvesting them for their market to allow them to walk the earth again. Keenan Mykulak† - A offender who gave the offenders a trip to their facility. It is later used as a testing subject by Dr Tsing. Lee† - A Weather Mountain security
guard who was sided with the offender after the dental reverse cage. Cage Wallace† - President Wallace's son and the head of security for Mount Weather. Cage served as the main antagonist season two through his father to reap the offender in the bones until they die so that his people can walk on the
ground Lyutan Carl Emerson† - A Mountain Weather Safety Guard who remained faithful to Cage. Emerson served as one of the secondary antagonists of Hay as the second command after he toppled his father and is later his last people. Whitman† - A security guard Watches Weather is called
coordinated for a missile strike on Tondc and chose from survivors with a rifle firing. Vincent Vie† - Maya's father who was part of a downward movement that was protesting using Blood Grounder and later arranged bones from offenders to treat them. Eligibility IV Eligius IV includes crew members and
prisoners scope the vessel Elijis IV Min. They left Earth before the first nuclear apocalypse and survival of cryoselep. Eligibility IV: Charmaine Diyoza† – A former Navy seal and colonel for the U.S. Navy turned to terrorists to march with prisoners' leaders. Charmaine served as one of the main antagonist
seasons through his denial to share the latest value on Earth with anyone besides his own people. Paxton McCreary† – a former mobile/cartel infosed with the original idea of the prisons before Diyoza took over. McCreary served as one of the main antagonists of Season Five as leader of a faction of the
prisoners and plans to control users from Dioyza and take the last value on Earth alone†. He helped the prisoners take on the boat, leading to the convicted killing the rest of the crew. Although initially on their side, it helps Wonkru and Spacekru when it can. Michael Vinson† – A serial killer who was
patient first Abby treated and formed a bond with her. Captain Stevens† - Captain of the vessel in 2047 before ascending the prisoners'. Sainte Rankin† - A prisoner who remained faithful to McCreary and went with him to get Murphy after he saved. Robert† – A prisoner who was loyal to Diyoza. Hugo –
A prisoner who remained faithful to McCreary. Hatch† - A prisoner who was a bank robber with the husband of Nikki. Nikki - A prisoner who was a bank robber and the wife of Hatch. Alpha People of Moon Alpha are members of the Alpha Mission Team, embryos carried out in the Earth, and their
descendants. First: Russell Lightbourne† - The former King of Sanktum and the leader of the expedition of original science Eligibility III to explore alpha. Russell and his family served as the main antagonist season six as these murders for Prime can be resurrected from their bodies. They were killed by
Sheidheda in his space. Dr Simone Lightbourne† - Russell's wife and former Queen of Sanktom has been most ruined and cautious in his approach to handling threats. After they died, Simone is brought back using Abby Griffin as her co-host. Josephine Lightbourne† - Russell's daughter and a biologist
who took over Clarke's body her parents submitted to Clarke. Josephine was a corrupt, grown, self-serving, manipulative and psychotic narcissists who worked to do more Nightbloods to continue to worship as a goddess. Kaylee Lee† - Josephine's former friend and a pilot who tried to flee sanctum with
her family using gagarin. Dr Miranda Mason† – A doctor who was killed by Tuesday and later brought back using Sierra as her host body. Ryker Desai – A mechanical who does not live in the palace because it is still uncomfortable with what prime they are doing. Priya Desai† - Ryker's mother who taught
her everything she knows about mechanical engineering. Priya is brought back using Delilah as her host body. Jasmine Mason† - Miranda's daughter who was brought back using Jade as her host body. Caleb Mason† - Miranda's husband who is brought back using Bryson as her host body. Daniel Lee†
- Kaylee's oldest brother and a pilot. Faye Lee† - Kaylee and Daniel's mother. He was a pilot and tried to escape Sanctum before being killed. Victor Lee† - Kaylee and Daniel's father. He was a pilot and tried to escape Sanctum before being killed. Citizen's Sanctuary: Sainte† - A Nightblood who was
groomed to be a host for Jasmine. Jade† – A member of the Royal Guard who served as Rose's body and later the Caretaker of Josephine. He is later back in a Nightblood to serve as a host for Jasmine. Delilah Workman† - A Nightblood who groomed to be a host for Priya and formed a romantic
relationship with Jordan Green. Cillian† - A doctor who seemed close to the first ones, but was actually a spy working for the children of Gabriel. Kasius - The head of the Royal Guard who is charged with protecting the first two and hosts as well as maintaining order of the city. Blythe Ann Workman -
Delilah's mother who turns against the first two after she is revealed her daughter is dead and not bonded with Priya. Jae Workman - Delilah's father who turns against the first two after he is revealed his daughter is dead and not bonded with Priya. Sierra† - Gavin's wife and a member of the Royal Guard
who turned into a Nightblood serves as an army for Miranda. Gavin† - Sierra's husband and a member of the Royal Guard who is back in a Nightblood serves as a host for Marcus Kane. Bryson† - A member of the Royal Guard who is back in a Nightblood serves as a host for Caleb. Trey - A adjuster,
who still remains faithful to First and has a great influence on Jordan. After Clarke beat up Russell and declared for his execution, Trey slammed Jordania. Very apparently becoming faithful leaders. Zev† - An adjusted, which was in a relationship with the end of Daniel Lee. However, Works remain faithful
in Primary and is a faithful member. Works of murder by Sheidheda along with most faithful members. Jeremiah - A member of the faithful father and Lee's father. then slain, he and his son join John Murphy's group†. Alyssa is killed by Sheidheda along with most faithful members. Lee - A member of the
faithful son and Jeremiah. Children in Gabriel: Tosh† - A lieutenant who defends for an anti-first rebellion using extremist methods. Nelson† – A lieutenant who comes to trust the people from Earth in preparation to attack their prime. Layla† - Xavier's second commandment and Xavier's sister who hates
Gabriel for transferring his conscience to Xavier's body, blaming him for his brother's death. Followers are a theoretical military regime, which came from those who escaped the Nuclear Apocalypse using the Anomaly Stone on Earth and the temporal Analium to escape Bardo, where the settle. Bill
Cadogan - The leader in a domain culture called the Second Dawn, who survived the Nuclear Apocalypse in a wide range. He would later be known later known as the ancestors of the Valleys and Disciples. He is also the founder of the Disciples, with himself as their supreme leader. He managed to stay
alive using the cryopod technology on Bardo. Anders† – The Head of Disciples. Levit - An intellectual member of the Disciples. Doucette† - A Stone Conductor, showing Bellamy's existence in Transcendence. Dev† - A disciple prisoner, who has been expired into Skyring serving a ten-year sentence.
Orlando† - A Disciple prisoner, who has been expired into Skyring for serving a five-year sentence for breaking one of the followers' rules. Other historical characters (Pre-Apocalypse) Main article: Pre-Apocalypse character Chris† – A scientist who tried to stop A.L.I. but failed and killed himself in his
depression. Becca Franko† - The scientist who created A.L.I.E and later A.L.I.E. 2.0, which is also known as the Blaze. Dave† – A college student who had a crush on Josephine but killed himself in his mark for life because he did not return his feelings. Artificial Intelligence A.L.I.E.† – An artificial
intelligence program created to make life better for humanity but caused the Apocalypse of Nuclear as it saw as the assumption as the world's largest humanitarian issue. A.L.I.E. served as the main antagonist season three when trying to brainwash and force everyone to enter the City of Light. See also
community content available under CC-BY-NOT-SA unless noted. noted.
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